The work deals with numerical simulation of turbulent flow through turbine cascade by RANS model with model of transition to turbulence. Performance of two transition models is compared. First one is gamma-zeta model based on transition criteria, second one algebraic transition model based on the concept of laminar fluctuations energy (Kubacki, Dick 2016). The criterion for transition in separated state is re-formulated in order to remove stream-wise non-local formulation. The performance of the transition models is observed on the shock wave -boundary layer interaction on turbine blade.
Introduction
The wind tunnel tests of blade cascades differ from real turbine, aside from e.g. restricted periodicity of the flow, usually by lower and more homogenous turbulence levels at the inlet to the blade cascade. Under these conditions large part of the boundary layer on the blade can be laminar. Therefore transition model is needed in numerical simulation if this should be compared with experimental results and help to explain the origin of shock wave patterns.
In this work two types of transition models are applied. First one is based on empirical transition criteria. Such models have high reliability and can be easily extended by adding new criterion if needed. Therefore they are especially suitable for open, or academic codes. At the same time the criteria have non-local formulation. Here we need to distinguish between the dependency on the free-stream parameters (including boundary layer thickness) and the dependency on upstream history of the flow. The first makes the model non-local in wall-normal direction whereas the later in tangential direction. In the framework of parallel multi-block solver the work is naturally distributed block-wise and the first kind of non-local formulation is acceptable provided the whole thickness of the boundary layer is contained in same block. This can typically be full-filled in problems of external aerodynamics though one certainly can imagine case of internal aerodynamics where it can not. The up-stream dependence, typical for transition criteria for separation bubble, on the other hand, is unacceptable. In this work it is resolved by re-formulating the criterion and in the end the model is block-local.
The second approach is represented by recent algebraic transition model of Kubacki and Dick. It has local formulation and is easy to implement. On the other hand it depends on tuning on selected flow cases. This can be difficult and time consuming even for its authors, as documented by the fact that at least three versions appeared in 2016. Nevertheless the model shows promissing results although more experience is needed.
In the following, the models are appliedt to 2D and 3D turbine cascade flows with bypass and separation induced transition.
Mathematical model
The mathematical model of considered flows is based on Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes (NS) equations with eddy viscosity two-equation turbulence models. The triggering of turbulence model is explicit by multiplying the turbulent stress tensor by an intermittency function.
One approach sets the intermittency to 1 (turbulent) while selected transition transition criteria are satisfied. The γ-ζ model described below is from this class. Other approach switches the intermittency using ad hoc functions tuned on certain flow cases. The algebraic model below is chosen as an example here and compared with the first approach.
The γ-ζ transition model
The intermittency is split into near wall part γ and free-stream part ζ governed by the transport equation
where only source terms are given in detail. For the complete model see [1] . The F s is switching function equal either 0 in laminar boundary layer or 1 if a criterion for turbulent flow is satisfied. The transition criteria can be chosen according to expected transition mechanism. The source term S ζ guarantees that ζ vanishes in the boundary layer, so that both intermittencies are complementary in the turbulent flow. Since the source terms are not directly linked, the total intermittency (γ + ζ) has to be limited to < 0, 1 > explicitly. The boundary conditions are γ = 0, ζ = 1 in the inlet, ∂γ/∂n = ∂ζ/∂n = 0 in the outlet and ∂γ/∂n = 0, ζ = 0 on the wall. For bypass transition the Mayle and Abu-Ghannam, Shaw criteria are used, see [9, 6] . The criteria are functions of boundary layer parameters as momentum thickness, free-stream velocity and turbulence intensity. The boundary layer edge detection algorhitm is taken from the original article [1] . The boundary layer edge is defined as distance from wall where the vorticity reaches 1% of its maximum, found on the wall in the attached flow. In separated flow the local maximum farthest from the wall is taken. This thickness is further increased by 30 % to reach the free-stream.
In 3D geometry a corner as intersection of 2 walls can be present. The vorticity magnitude here has no more maxima on the wall and the above free-stream detection algorhitm fails. The corner is defined as area where the wall distance no more changes in wall normal direction. Then the free-stream parameters in the corner are defined as the average of free-stream parameters in two neighboring normally detected free-streams. In computation, one proceeds by grid planes "perpendicular" to the walls irrespective of the actual direction of the flow. The intersection of 3 walls is excluded, not least because of the lack of physically valid transition criteria. Such corner in principle can be dealt with by placing small grid block into the corner and setting the intermittency production there ad hoc, e.g. to zero.
Transition on separation bubble
The free-stream is found by the same above algorhitm as in attached state boundary layer. For transition on separation bubble we use criterion from Dick et al. [1] which is in fact Mayle criterion with free-stream turbulence modification
In Eq. (3) the distance from the point of separation x s is needed as well as the parameters Re Θs , T u e which are also related to the point of separation. Tracking this point possibly over several blocks of the grid in 2D is very cumbersome though feasible. In 3D however, even merely determining the separation point corresponding to a given position on separation bubble is ambiguous. Therefore the following re-formulation is proposed, which is non-local only on the wall-normal direction.
Observing the front, laminar, part of the separation bubble, one can assume linear growth of the distance between wall and zero velocity streamline, denoted δ 0 , see Fig. 1 
We apply the Eq. (4) only in the front part of the separation bubble, where ∂δ 0 /∂s > 0. It is assumed that the transition starts in this part and the second part of the bubble, where the stream tends to re-attachment is already turbulent. Further, based on the comparison with exact tracking of the separation in 2D, we set in (4) A = 0.9. The value is not critical considering the accuracy of the transition correlations and of numerical simulations of separation by RANS in general.
Nevertheless it somehow compensates the increasingly larger over-estimation of (x − x s ) in (4) as the maximum thickness of the bubble (where ∂δ 0 /∂s = 0) is approached. The momentum thickness Reynolds number at separation point Re θs is simply taken equal to local Re θ . This possibility is also mentioned by Mayle. The free-stream turbulence intensity at separation point si also approximated by local T u e .
Further step to application of the γ-ζ transition model in separated flow is necessary. Since the source term in γ-equation is always non-negative, once the intermittency is captured in the recirculation it can not diminish except by diffusion which, however, has mostly opposite effect. The separation is then predicted as too short. Therefore a numerical sink term is switched-on inside the recirculation bubble in the form
where ∆t is time step. If the constant were equal to 1 and no other terms present in the equation, it would drive γ to zero after 1 time step.
Algebraic transition model
The new model of Kubacki and Dick modifies Wilcox k-ω model in order to improve its transition behavior. The k-equation is changed to
where the intermittency is prescribed algebraically with value between 0 at the wall and 1 in the free-stream by
The turbulent energy is split into laminar small-scale part and large-scale part respectively
Accordingly, two eddy viscosities are defined and the production term P k in (7) is computed from the small-scale part only. Otherwise the turbulent stress is computed from the sum of small and large-scale parts. For more details see the references. There are several versions of the model, the newest one [5, 4] is implemented in this work. The cross-diffusion term in the ω-equation is missing in the first reference but it has been corrected in the second one. The new version also includes additional positive source term
where S = 2S ij S ijs is deformation rate invariant and y wall distance. Its purpose is to increase the turbulence production on laminar separation bubble and speed up the transition here. This boost however is too strong in our cases which will be discussed below.
Numerical method
For spatial discretization we use a cell centered finite volume method with quadrilateral (in 2D) or hexahedral (in 3D) finite volumes composing a structured grid. The numerical inviscid flux is computed by the AUSMPW+ splitting [3] . The higher order of accuracy is achieved by linear interpolation in the direction of grid lines with van Leer limiter. The discretization of diffusive flux is central. The approximation of cell face derivatives needed in diffusive terms uses octahedral dual finite volumes constructed over each face of primary volume -the vertices are located in vertices of primary face and in centers of adjacent primary volumes. For time discretization, the backward Euler scheme (implicit) is used with linearization which leads to block 7-diagonal system of linear equations. The system is solved iteratively by a block relaxation method with direct block tri-diagonal solver on selected family of grid lines. For details see Dobeš et al. [2] .
Computational results
In this part results for mid-section turbine cascades in 2D and 3D are shown. The regime is given by isentropic outlet Mach number M 2is = 1.2. The measurements were carried out by Luxa et al in the Institute of Thermomechanics AS CR with two models having chord length 65 and 100 mm. This corresponds to the Reynolds numbers Re 2is = 0.975 · 10 6 and 1.500 · 10 6 respectively. The measured schlieren images are shown in Fig. 2 for design inlet angle i = 0
• . At higher Reynolds number the incident shock reflects from the suction side as simple shock again indicating turbulent boundary layer. At lower Reynolds number the interaction of shock wave with the boundary layer has pattern typical for laminar boundary layer -small separation bubble exists under the incident shock and the deformation of the boundary layer causes separation shock and reattachment shock. The incident shock is "reflected" as expansion waves.
The 2D simulation of these experimental results has been carried out with the γ-ζ transition model and the SST turbulence model for both sizes of the chord. The turbulence model is without limiter for turbulent production. The blade consists of 230 grid points and the grid has 22 300 finite volumes in several blocks.
The numerical schlieren images (isolines of ∂ρ/∂x) are shown in Fig. 3 . The influence of the Reynolds number is captured. The inlet boundary conditions for turbulence model need attention. The inlet boundary is at same distance from leading edges in both cases. The turbulent energy is computed from prescribed turbulence intensity of 2 %. The specific dissipation rate ω is then computed using prescribed ratio of laminar and eddy viscosity Re t = µ t /µ. The sensitivity of the interaction to Re t is shown in the table 1. The shown results are for Re t = 3.
The same cascade has been measured also at off-design incidence angles, an example of schlieren image for incidence i = −45
• is shown in Fig. 4 where again the interaction of shock wave with boundary layer is laminar. Moreover large separation bubble is seen behind the leading edge on the pressure side.
The 2D simulations of this regime are shown in Fig. 5 in terms of isolines of Mach number and intermittency γ. Again both kinds of shock wave-boundary layer interaction are captured. The case has been computed also in 3D with the EARSM turbulence model with the γ-ζ transition model. The Fig. 6 visualizes the recirculation zones in blue, using component of velocity parallel to side wall in nodes closest the wall. The corresponding near wall intermittency γ is then shown in Fig. 7 .
Next we show 2D simulation of flow through model cascade inside a wind tunnel. The model cascade consists of six mid-section profile blades different from the above cases. The boundary approximates wind tunnel facility of the Institute of Thermomechanics AS CR and is shown in Fig. 8 . To improve periodicity of the flow around cascade, internal wall is located behind top blade trailing edge. In measurements, carried out by Luxa et al. [7, 8] the internal wall is perforated plate with staggered rows of circular holes. In this simulation, it is approximated as non-permeable wall of zero thickness. The finite volume grid consists of 310 000 finite volumes in 192 blocks, with 260 grid points on the blade surface. The computed flow-field is shown in Fig. 9 in terms of numerical schlieren images for fully turbulent and transitional case with the SST turbulence model and γ-ζ transition model. One can see that in transitional case the shock waves reflect on the suction sides from laminar boundary layer, whereas without transition model the boundary layer is turbulent. Note that no specific user input has been required regarding the transition model. 
Comparison of transition models
The new algebraic transition model has been tested on the mid-section turbine cascade in periodic configuration. It is capable of resolving laminar boundary layer-shock wave interaction but not at all conditions where the criteria based model predicts it. Moreover, the laminar production term P sep which starts the turbulence production on laminar separation seems too strong. Therefore it has been omited in the simulations below if not stated otherwise. The Fig. 10 shows wall friction around the recirculation bubble (negative values) for different inlet Re t . The inlet turbulence intensity in all cases is 2%, outlet isentropic Mach number 1.205. For Re t = 50 the algebraic model starts transition already before the interaction which is then turbulent with very small recirculation. The γ-ζ model still predicts laminar interaction here. For lower values of Re t both models predict laminar interaction, but the recirculation predicted by the algebraic model has always about only half length of the one predicted by γ-ζ model. The transition to turbulence is predicted at the separation bubble. For both models, the length of separation bubble is same for lower values of Re t . Therefore it seems the separation length with algebraic model cannot be prolongated by suitable turbulent scale selections and remains shorter than in measurements. The schlieren images for both transition models at Re t = 50 are shown in Fig. 11 . The results of algebraic model worsen when the laminar production term P sep is included, see Fig. 10 . The turbulence then starts too early which might be caused by activation of this term at x ≈ 0.005 where the tendency to small separation is present. Alternate formulation of this terms (based on rotation) or change in constants might be necessary.
Conclusions
The work presents application of two RANS transition models to transonic turbomachinery flows. The criteria based transition model is evaluated fully automatically within the framework of multiblock finite volume solver. For this reason the criterion for transition on separation bubble has been re-formulated in order to be local in tangential direction. The formulation enables to use the criterion also in 3D which was not possible for the original form, and it is robust, namely the leading and trailing edges do not demand special attention. The model has been applied to 2D and 3D periodic cascade and to 2D cascade in a wind tunnel. The simulations correctly capture turbulent as well as laminar shock wave-boundary layer interaction. The criteria based model has been compared to results of a more recent algebraic transition model which is fully local and easy to implement. While the new model is surely promising and less demanding on CPU time, it is more sensitive to the inlet boundary conditions for turbulent quantities and needs more refinement in the case of transition on separation bubble. 
